In this sample chapter, you will learn about essential financial close processes for month-end and year-end, including opening and losing periods, carrying balances forward, periodic processing, and more.
In this chapter, we cover essential financial close processes for month-end and year-end, including opening and closing periods, carrying balances forward, periodic processing, and more.

16  Financial Close Processes

This chapter covers financial close steps in FI. For details on integrated financial close processes, see Chapter 17.

Financial close is one of the most important business functions in FI. It requires knowledge of internal business processes, relevant SAP transactions, and financial reporting. Special attention is given to the timing of steps executed in the close process. Well-crafted close procedure documentation is your best friend. If your company has not documented its close procedures, you should take the initiative to do so.

SAP developed a tool called the Financial Close Cockpit to monitor, control, and provide greater efficiency when closing. The Financial Close Cockpit is beyond the scope of this chapter, but it is important to be aware of its existence and capabilities.

Whether you use a spreadsheet to track financial close steps or the Financial Close Cockpit, your financial close procedures should list steps and transactions in the order in which they need to be executed. In addition, throughout the close process it is important to track the persons responsible for executing each step and expected completion dates.

For the most part, year-end financial close consists of month-end steps plus additional tasks, such as opening and closing fiscal years and carrying forward G/L balances. You may also be required to create additional master data, such as cost centers.

In the next section, we will begin our financial close discussions on the opening and closing accounting periods in FI.
16.1 Opening and Closing Financial Periods

This section discusses the opening and closing of accounting periods using Transaction OB52. Keep in mind that other modules (e.g., MM) require opening and closing of periods, which use different SAP transaction codes. This scope of this section is limited to FI periods only. For further details on opening and closing periods in other modules, see Chapter 17.

To open and close periods in FI, enter “OB52” in the Command field (as shown in Figure 16.1) and press [Enter].

![Figure 16.1 OB52 in Command Field](image)

The Change View “Posting Periods: Specify Time Intervals”: Overview screen will open (Figure 16.2). The periods open for postings are the range of periods in the From Per.2 and To Period fields shown on the right-hand side of Figure 16.2. In this example, general users are allowed to post in period 12, 2015.

![Figure 16.2 Change Posting Periods](image)

Sometimes, a person with special privileges (e.g., the accounting director) needs to make accounting entries in a period not open to general users, or there may be a need to post a prior period that was closed or post to a special period (i.e., 13–16). To allow select individuals to perform these tasks, assign them to an authorization group.

Figure 16.3 shows an example of Transaction OB52 with an authorization group specified. This authorization group is entered in the AuGr field. The periods open for posting to individuals assigned to the authorization group are the range of periods in the From Per.1 and To Period fields shown on the left-hand side of Figure 16.3.

![Figure 16.3 Change Posting Periods Screen with Authorization Group](image)

To limit specific users to a particular posting period, an authorization group must be created and the posting period authorization (i.e., authorization object F_BKPF_BUP) added to the group members’ security roles.

Transaction OB52 has a masking feature, indicated in column A (second column from the left) in Figure 16.3. This feature enables you to designate open periods by account type. The + sign indicates all account types, but it is overridden when more specific account designations are provided.
Available masking options are listed in Table 16.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Masking Option</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>Valid for all account types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Vendors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>G/L accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Contract accounts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 16.1 Transaction OB52 Masking Options

The masking feature provides flexibility and control in designating open FI periods by account type.

Now that we have discussed opening and closing financial periods, let’s move on to discuss the carryforward of G/L account balances.

### 16.2 Balance Carryforward

Carrying forward balances to a new fiscal year is a core accounting concept and necessary for year-end close.

When you think of carryforward balances, you probably think automatically of G/L account balances. It’s true that G/L account balances are the primary target in the carryforward process, but you also need to perform carryforward functions for local ledgers, special ledgers, and subledgers. In this section, we will begin with a discussion of G/L account balances and then address these other areas.

The primary balance carryforward step is for G/L account balances in the leading ledgers. It is executing using Transaction FAGLGVTR. In the same way, this step needs to be completed for each of your local ledgers. The program used to carryforward G/L balances can be run multiple times but does not normally need to be run more than once per year. After the program is run, postings to the previous fiscal year are automatically carried forward to the new fiscal year.

The process of G/L balance carryforward is twofold: First, balance sheet accounts are summarized with additional account assignments and transferred to the new fiscal year. Second, profit and loss accounts are carried forward to the retained earnings account without additional account assignments. For both, the transaction currencies are not transferred and are totaled in the local currency.

To carry forward G/L balances, use Transaction FAGLGVTR or application menu path Accounting • Financial Accounting • General Ledger • Periodic Processing • Closing • Carrying Forward • FAGLGVTR—Balance Carryforward (New), as shown in Figure 16.4.

![Figure 16.4 Transaction FAGLGVTR Application Menu Path](image-url)
Double-click on FAGLVTR—Balance Carryforward (New) from the menu path shown in Figure 16.4 and the Balance Carryforward screen will open (Figure 16.5). Here, enter values in the Ledger, Company Code, and Carry forward to Fiscal Year fields. Notice in the Processing Options section of the screen the option to run the program in test mode. In this example, we also selected options in the List Output section at the bottom of Figure 16.5 to output results and profit and loss balance transfers to retained earnings.

Note that the screen selection permits the entry of a range of company codes, but only one ledger. Therefore, this program has to be run separately for each ledger.

With all field selections made, click the Execute icon.

The output screen will open (Figure 16.6).

Click on the Balance Sheet Accounts button, and the Display of Balance Sheet Accounts screen will open (Figure 16.7). This screen shows individual balance sheet account balances, summarized by additional account assignment elements, being carried forward to the new fiscal year.

Click on the Back button to return to the output screen (Figure 16.6). Click on the Retained Earnings Accounts button, and the Display of Retained Earnings Accounts screen will open (Figure 16.8). This screen shows individual profit and loss account balances to be carried forward to the new fiscal year.
In addition to Transaction FAGLGVTR, there are some other balance carryforward transactions for Special Purpose Ledger, AP, AR, and Classic G/L. A list of these transactions is provided below.

- **Transaction GVTR**
  This transaction is used to carryforward balances in the Special Purpose Ledger.

- **Transaction F.07**
  This transaction is used to carryforward subledger balances in A/R and A/P.

- **Transaction F.16**
  This transaction is used to carryforward G/L balances in Classic G/L (versus New G/L).

Now that you have learned about carrying forward G/L account balances in the G/L, let's discuss financial close steps for fixed assets.

### 16.3 Fixed Assets

Whenever you have subledgers, there are financial close activities that have to take place. For both vendor and customers, you carryforward subledger balances using Transaction F.16 at year-end. At month-end, you also run dunning, the automated payment program, etc., in A/P. For A/R you execute billing and customer statements.

*Asset Accounting* (FI-AA) is also a subledger. As such, it has unique steps for financial close. For FI-AA at year-end, there are two primary steps that must be performed. The first is to change the fiscal year using Transaction AJRW. This is a technical step required to carry forward assets into a new fiscal year.

To carry forward fixed assets, use Transaction AJRW or application menu path **Accounting > Financial Accounting > Fixed Assets > Periodic Processing > AJRW—Fiscal Year Change**, as shown in Figure 16.9.

Double-click AJRW—Fiscal Year Change from the menu path shown in Figure 16.9 and the Asset Fiscal Year Change screen will open (Figure 16.10). On this screen, enter values in the **Company Code(s)** and **New Fiscal Year** fields. There is also a checkbox for **Test Run**, giving you the ability to execute this program in test mode.

With all field selections made, click the **EXECUTE** icon.
The Asset Fiscal Year Change output screen will open (Figure 16.11). If the Status column shows a green light, it indicates that the test run is successful and the fixed assets can be carried forward into the new fiscal year specified.

While Transaction AJRW can be run in the foreground in test mode, in production mode it must be run in the background. This is also true of the next step in FI-AA: Transaction AJAB.

The second step for FI-AA at year-end is to change the fiscal year using Transaction AJAB or application menu path Accounting > Financial Accounting > Fixed Assets > Periodic Processing > Year-End Closing > AJAB—Execute, as shown in Figure 16.12.

Double-click AJAB—Execute from the menu path shown in Figure 16.12 and the Year-End Closing Asset Accounting screen will open (Figure 16.13). On this screen, enter values in the Company code and Fiscal year to be closed fields. You can also execute this program in test mode.

Transaction AJAB checks that there are no assets that have been posted (i.e., have an acquisition date) but not capitalized (i.e., no capitalization date). These assets are captured as errors when the program runs. This check does not make sense for assets under construction (AuC), and therefore you have the ability to specify AuC asset classes in the Asset Classes Asset U. Const screen selection to bypass the check and keep your error log clean.

You can execute Transaction AFAB in the foreground in test mode. As previously mentioned, when run in production mode, Transaction AFAB must be run as a background job. Enter your field values as in Figure 16.13, save as a variant, and work with your SAP Basis Administrator to schedule the job to run automatically at each year end.

Now that we’ve covered fixed asset close processes, let’s look at periodic processing functions in the next section.
16.4 Periodic Processing

Periodic processing is a classification of transactions that are executed at regular intervals. Some of them may be executed more frequently than at month end or year end, but they are included as closing steps because they are essential to producing financial statements.

There are numerous transactions considered to be periodic processing tasks. Which ones you need to execute in financial close is dependent upon your business processes and the SAP modules implemented to support your business. The following are some of the more common transactions; this is not a complete list, but provides a good representation.

- Recurring entries
  Transaction F.14 creates financial documents from recurring entry documents. Recurring entry documents can be created for financial transactions with a fixed amount, interval (e.g., monthly), and life (e.g., twenty-four months).

- Dunning
  Transaction F150 creates dunning notices to send customers for overdue payments and updates customer master data with the dunning level and a last dunned date.

- Payments
  Transaction F110 issues vendor payments in mass. It creates the payment medium necessary for monetary transfer and the financial postings necessary to update the G/L and subledgers. For details on running Transaction F110, see Chapter 7.

- Depreciation
  Transaction AFAB creates depreciation postings. Fixed asset net book values are updated and accounting entries are made to accumulated depreciation and depreciation expense accounts.

- Interest calculations
  There are several types of interest calculations. Transaction F.52 is used to calculate interest on G/L balances. Transaction FINT is used for calculating interest in arrears for overdue customer accounts. Transaction FINTAP is used for vendor interest calculation. Other interest calculation transaction codes also exist for interest in arrears.

In addition to the transactions listed in the preceding list, periodic processing steps may include transactions for automatic clearing, printing correspondence, currency translation and valuation, manual accruals, reverse accruals, and more.

Now that you have an understanding of what periodic processes are, let’s walk through an example for recurring entries.

In Chapter 3, the creation of a recurring document is demonstrated. As discussed in that chapter, when a recurring document is saved, no accounting entries are created. It is only when the recurring entry program is run that accounting documents are posted and G/L balances updated.

To create accounting documents from recurring entry reference documents, use Transaction F.14 or application menu path ACCOUNTING • FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING • GENERAL LEDGER • PERIODIC PROCESSING • RECURRING ENTRIES • F.14 — EXECUTE, as shown in Figure 16.14.

Figure 16.14 Application Menu Path Execute Recurring Entries

Double-click on F.14 - EXECUTE from the menu path shown in Figure 16.14 and the CREATE POSTING DOCUMENTS FROM RECURRING DOCUMENTS screen will open (Figure 16.15).
Create Posting Documents from Recurring Documents

Make sure to fill all required fields, such as COMPANY code, DOCUMENT NUMBER (this is the reference document number), FISCAL YEAR, and BATCH INPUT SESSION name. You can also enter additional field values in the GENERAL SELECTIONS portion of the screen to narrow your selection of recurring documents.

The SETTLEMENT PERIOD field is particularly important. Within the date range provided, it must contain the date on which the next recurring entry is scheduled. If you are unsure, view the recurring entry document in your reference document using Transaction FBD3.

With all field values entered, press the EXECUTE icon. A message will appear that a session was created (Figure 16.16).

Create Posting Documents from Recurring Documents

Figure 16.15  Create Posting Documents from Recurring Documents

Make sure to fill all required fields, such as COMPANY code, DOCUMENT NUMBER (this is the reference document number), FISCAL YEAR, and BATCH INPUT SESSION name. You can also enter additional field values in the GENERAL SELECTIONS portion of the screen to narrow your selection of recurring documents.

The SETTLEMENT PERIOD field is particularly important. Within the date range provided, it must contain the date on which the next recurring entry is scheduled. If you are unsure, view the recurring entry document in your reference document using Transaction FBD3.

With all field values entered, press the EXECUTE icon. A message will appear that a session was created (Figure 16.16).

To view your session, use Transaction SM35. The BATCH INPUT: SESSION OVERVIEW screen will appear (Figure 16.17).
Highlight your session name and click the Process button. The Process Session dialog box will appear (Figure 16.18).

Select Process/foreground to watch your accounting document as it’s created. Click the Process button. The Realize Recurring Entry: Header Data screen will appear (Figure 16.19).

In configuration, a valuation method must be defined. In the valuation method, the valuation procedure must be specified. For example, one type of valuation procedure is the lowest value principle. In the valuation method, specifications are also provided that determine how exchange rate differences should be posted and the basis for determining the exchange rate type used. In addition to defining the valuation method in configuration, you also define valuation areas, accounting principles, and specify account determinations.

In a nutshell, foreign currency valuation is needed to produce financial statements. The ability to valuate account balances in your reporting currency is provided with Transaction FAGL_FC_VAL (or Transaction F.05 if you are using the classic G/L). This step is relevant to G/L accounts managed in foreign currency and open items that were posted in foreign currency. You can perform the valuation in local currency or parallel currency. The result of the valuations can be stored per valuated document and posted to adjustment accounts and P&L accounts.

You may have G/L accounts managed in foreign currency, for example, when you process payments in foreign currency. In this case, a G/L account can only be posted in this foreign currency and the transaction figures and the account balance are kept in the foreign currency and the local currency. In such a case, G/L accounts are not open item managed.

There are a couple different ways in which valuation take place. For open items in customer, vendor, and G/L accounts, the items are read as of specified key date.

Press Enter through the screens until your document is posted.

This concludes our discussion of periodic processes. As you can see, there are numerous types of periodic processes utilized during month-end and year-end close. It is important to know your company’s business processes to understand which periodic processing transaction codes to use.

### 16.5 Foreign Currency Valuations

In this section, we will discuss foreign currency valuation at a high level. To execute this process, several configuration steps are required. This book is not a configuration guide, but you should be aware of this configuration since you depend on it to execute foreign currency valuation.

In configuration, a **valuation method** must be defined. In the valuation method, the **valuation procedure** must be specified. For example, one type of valuation procedure is the **lowest value principle**. In the valuation method, specifications are also provided that determine how exchange rate differences should be posted and the basis for determining the exchange rate type used. In addition to defining the valuation method in configuration, you also define **valuation areas**, **accounting principles**, and **specify account determinations**.

In a nutshell, foreign currency valuation is needed to produce financial statements. The ability to valuate account balances in your reporting currency is provided with Transaction FAGL_FC_VAL (or Transaction F.05 if you are using the classic G/L). This step is relevant to G/L accounts managed in foreign currency and open items that were posted in foreign currency. You can perform the valuation in local currency or parallel currency. The result of the valuations can be stored per valuated document and posted to adjustment accounts and P&L accounts.

You may have G/L accounts managed in foreign currency, for example, when you process payments in foreign currency. In this case, a G/L account can only be posted in this foreign currency and the transaction figures and the account balance are kept in the foreign currency and the local currency. In such a case, G/L accounts are not open item managed.

There are a couple different ways in which valuation take place. For open items in customer, vendor, and G/L accounts, the items are read as of specified key date.
and balanced by account or group and currency. For G/L account balances, reconciliation accounts and accounts managed on an open item basis are not valuated, and P&L accounts are only valuated as required.

Documents or balances are balanced by currency and account. The exchange rate type for the valuation is determined from this balance. Valuation differences are posted as determined by the valuation area configured and selected. Postings for accounts managed on an open item basis in the subledger and the general ledger are posted to an adjustment account and a P&L account. Postings for G/L accounts not managed on an open item basis are posted to adjustment accounts or by account determination.

### 16.6 GR/IR Clearing

The next topic we’ll discuss is the GR/IR clearing function. This topic is also discussed in Chapter 17. The content here, however, is more focused on FI, whereas Chapter 17 discusses GR/IR clearing from the broader perspective of integrated financial close.

GR/IR clearing computes price variances between GR and IR and allocates variances to inventory, price differences, or the assignment object based on the valuation procedure in the material master and the settings in the PO line item. The values are stored in a G/L GR/IR clearing account and settled periodically using the GR/IR clearing function.

GR/IR account maintenance is a process that should be performed regularly, although most consider it as strictly a month-end function. The system matches GRs with IRs based on the PO number, PO item, type of PO, indicator for invoice verification, and material or delivery costs.

There are several tools available for GR/IR clearing account analysis. The first is Transaction F.19. This can be found using application menu path Accounting • Financial Accounting • General Ledger • Periodic Processing • Closing • Reclassify • F.19 – GR/IR Clearing, as shown in Figure 16.20.

Double-click on Transaction F.19 and the Analyze GR/IR Clearing Accounts and Display Acquisitions Tax screen appears (Figure 16.21).

This program is used to analyze GR/IR clearing accounts at a specified key date. It can also be used to generate adjustment postings which are needed to display the following business transactions in the balance sheet:
Financial Close Processes

- Goods delivered, but not invoiced
- Goods invoiced, but not delivered

When Transaction F.19 is executed, it selects all items in GR/IR clearing accounts that are open at the specified key date. If the open items per purchase order number and items in local currency do not balance to zero, adjustment postings are created. A credit balance in the GR/IR account reflects PO items that are delivered, but not invoiced. A debit balance reflects items that are invoiced, but not delivered.

Keep in mind that the adjustments to GR/IR are necessary for reporting, but subsequent purchasing activity will likely take place to net GR/IR line items to zero. Therefore, adjustment postings are intended to be reversed at a future date. All postings are reversed at the specified reverse posting date entered on the Postings tab, as shown in Figure 16.22. If no date is entered, the program reverses the postings on the day after the key date.

Another tool in FI for GR/IR account maintenance is Transaction F.13. This can be found using application menu path Accounting → General Ledger → Periodic Processing → Automatic Clearing → F.13 – Without Specification of Clearing Currency, as shown in Figure 16.23.

SAP Easy Access

- General Ledger
- GR/IR Account
- GR/IR clearing

Double-click on Transaction F.13 and the Automatic Clearing screen appears (Figure 16.24).

Transaction F.13 is not used exclusively for GR/IR clearing. It is also used to clear open items in customer, vendor and G/L accounts. The logic, however, is the same for clearing GR/IR accounts. For GR/IR accounts, the program logic attempts to match documents that can be cleared by and omit documents that cannot.

There is one particular point to emphasize with GR/IR matching. There is a GR/IR Account Special Process checkbox (Figure 16.24) you can select. This special process is used when the assignment of goods receipts to the corresponding invoice receipts is insufficient, based on the purchase order number and purchase order item. This indicator then not only matches GR/IR items by PO number and the PO item, but also using the material document if a goods receipt-related invoice verification is defined in the purchase order item.

Figure 16.22 Analyze GR/IR Clearing Accounts Postings Tab

Figure 16.23 Automatic GR/IR Account Clearing
16.7 Depreciation

Depreciation is covered in detail in Chapter 13. Rather than repeat the information already contained in that chapter, we’ll summarize a few of the key points here.

Depreciation of an asset is typically referred to as asset consumption. It decreases the value of an asset and allocates costs of an asset to periods in which it is used.

The primary output of an SAP depreciation run is a summary level document with accounting entries that include credits to accumulated depreciation G/L accounts (on the balance sheet) and debits to asset expense G/L accounts (on the profit and loss statement).

Executing depreciation is an important step in financial close. It is done using Transaction code Transaction AFAB or application menu path ACCOUNTING • FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING • FIXED ASSETS • PERIODIC PROCESSING • AFAB—EXECUTE, as shown in Figure 16.25.

It is always a good idea to run depreciation in test mode first. To view the results of a depreciation run, use Transaction AFBP.

16.8 Summary

This chapter covered essential transactions in the month-end and year-end close processes. Financial close involves much more than the system mechanics of closing FI in SAP. Several manual steps, analyses, and accounting corrections need to
be made to produce clean and accurate financial statements. Having a complete and organized process for closing the books is vital.

This chapter began with a discussion of opening and closing FI periods using Transaction OB52. This transaction is the control center to ensure general users are restricted to posting in a particular accounting period. Furthermore, this transaction provides flexibility in allowing you to specify open periods by account type. Transaction OB52 also permits the use of authorization groups which enables a special user (e.g., the accounting director) to make entries in periods not open to general users.

G/L account balance carryforward is another important financial close process and is the critical step in year-end close. Transaction FAGLG VTR is the primary transaction in New G/L used to carry forward G/L balances. However, if you use a Special Ledger, you will also need to execute Transaction GVTR to carry forward Special Ledger balances. This chapter also covered the carryforward of subledgers, including vendors and customers.

Fixed assets is a subledger that needs special consideration. Depreciation is a process step in both month-end and year-end close. During year-end close, two transactions must be executed. The first, Transaction AJRW, is a technical step to carryforward fixed assets into the new fiscal year. The second, Transaction AJAB, changes the fiscal year in FI-AA.

There are also several different type of periodic processes that were discussed. This category includes numerous transactions, such as recurring entries. Which ones you need to execute as a part of financial close is dependent upon your business processes and the SAP modules implemented to support your business. They include such functions as recurring entries, dunning, outgoing payments, depreciation, interest calculations, and more. In this chapter, an example of a recurring entry is demonstrated.

This concludes our discussion of month-end and year-end close procedures in FI. Closing the books is not isolated to SAP FI. Any integrated process that crosses SAP modules may require action, due to financial integration. In the next chapter, we build on the financial close processes discussed in this chapter by addressing integrated financial close, for which specific steps are needed in modules other than FI.
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